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WARNING
Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360 Instruction Manual
and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health
information. Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement
manuals, see www.xbox.com/support or call Xbox Customer
Support (see inside of back cover).

Important Health Warning About Playing
Video Games
Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure
when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights
or patterns that may appear in video games. Even people who have
no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while
watching video games.
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including
lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or
shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, or momentary
loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of consciousness
or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking
nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience
any of these symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their
children about the above symptoms—children and teenagers are
more likely than adults to experience these seizures. The risk of
photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the
following precautions:
• Sit farther from the television screen.
• Use a smaller television screen.
• Play in a well-lit room.
• Do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy,
consult a doctor before playing.
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THE WORLD IS FULL OF STORIES,
AND FROM TIME TO TIME THEY
PERMIT THEMSELVES
TO BE TOLD.

he skies caught fire, bathing the Roadhouse
in a harsh green glow. The earth shook as
if giants were lumbering towards us. Before
we could find cover, light bored through the roof,
ripping it to shreds. No one had time to react as
the giant craft above us sucked everybody up
with a whirring thunder.

T

Just minutes before, callers flooded radio
talk-shows, reporting strange lights in the sky
throughout the southwest. The media was loath
to report these sightings, figuring them to be
pranks. But soon the truth became evident.
There were…things in the sky, large flying discs,
sending forth wide iridescent beams. People
yelled, “They’re coming! They’re coming!”
But they weren’t coming —
they were already here.
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CONTROLS

LOADING/SAVING
Tommy’s progress through the game can be saved and loaded from
a saved game file a few different ways.

> Pause Game
] Secondary Fire

x Primary Fire
`

_
Previous Weapon

Next Weapon

L

TO SAVE A GAME

Saving your game will allow you to continue your game at a later
time. It is recommended that you save periodically, and especially prior
to quitting your current play session.
You can save your progress from within a level by pressing the >
button to bring up the in-game pause menu and selecting the “Save
Game” option. NOTE : You cannot save inside Death Walk, but while in
Death Walk mode you can load a game.

Movement
(click) - Crouch

Auto Save
At the beginning of each level, your progress will be automatically saved.

C Free Look
(click) - Toggle Lighter

Directional pad:

A button - Jump
B button - Crouch
X button - Throw

l- Programmable
weapon buttons

Crawler Grenade

Y button - Spirit Walk

Auto-Center
This option will slowly return the player’s view back to the center of the
screen if he doesn’t touch the “free look” stick when he moves. This
only works in single-player mode.
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TO LOAD A GAME

You can load a saved game from the main menu by selecting
SINGLE PLAYER, then selecting LOAD GAME. Pressing the > button
in-game will take you to the pause menu where you can choose LOAD
GAME to load a previous save.

DEATH WALK

After the player obtains the ability to Death Walk, they will not see a
Game Over screen.
Instead, upon losing all your health, or life reserve, you will be taken
to a spiritual realm where your life will be restored in a matter of
moments. You will then return to the game near the location where
you died. The red Wraiths will earn you additional life reserves when
you return to the physical game world, while the blue Wraiths will
earn you additional spirit reserves.
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THE HUD INTERFACE
The Heads-Up Display allows the player to quickly reference Tommy’s
life reserve, spirit power, and current ammunition levels, as well as
notifying the player of recently acquired items.

SPIRIT GAUGE

The Spirit Gauge reflects the level of spirit energy Tommy has remaining to use his Spirit Bow. Neither the Spirit Gauge nor the Spirit Bow
is available at the start of the game. Tommy will acquire both early in
the game during normal progress.

Gaining Spirit
Tommy can increase his spiritual energy by collecting the life force of fallen enemies. Life forces
can be picked up by walking over them, or can
be quickly pulled in from a distance by entering
Spirit Walk mode.

Losing Spirit

Spirit
Gauge

Lighter

Ammunition

Life Meter

Collected Items

LIFE METER

The Life Meter reflects how much health Tommy has in reserve.
Throughout play, as he takes damage from enemies and the environment, this icon will reflect a decrease in health. As he progresses,
Tommy will learn how to Death Walk. When Death Walk becomes
active, Tommy will be pulled into the Death World upon dying where
he must fight his way back to the land of the living. (See “Death Walk”
on previous page.)
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Since spiritual energy acts as ammunition for the Spirit Bow, Tommy
will lose a small amount of spirit energy every time he fires the bow.
Tommy will also lose spirit energy if attacked by enemies when he is
Spirit Walking.

AMMUNITION METERS

The Ammunition Meters reflect the amount of ammo remaining in the
current weapon. Some weapons only use one type of ammo, so only
one meter is visible. Other weapons utilize two ammo types, and so
there will be two meters on-screen for those weapons. The left meter
is for normal fire mode and the right meter reflects the ammo for the
secondary fire mode.
When the weapon is low on ammo, a low-ammo sound is played
and the ammunition meter will flash bright red. When the ammo is
depleted, the meter will cease flashing and turn dark red.
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LIGHTER

To see in particularly dark areas, Tommy can use his trusty lighter.
You activate the lighter by pressing the lighter button ( click
).
When the lighter is on, its icon will appear in the lower left of the
screen. As it is in use, it builds up heat as represented by the meter
that will slowly fill up. When the meter is full, the lighter will shut off.

C

COLLECTED ITEMS

As Tommy picks up items such as weapons and ammunition, icons
detailing the acquired item will briefly appear along the right hand side
of the screen, above the ammo meters.

THE ENVIRONMENTS
Throughout play, Tommy will interact with three different environments: the physical world of aliens and humans; the co-existing spirit
world that may contain hidden features that Tommy can use to his
advantage; the death world where Tommy must fight Wraiths to
return to the physical world.

THE PHYSICAL WORLD

The physical world consists of the Roadhouse, the alien craft, and outer
space. This is the default environment in which Tommy will journey.

Basic Movement
Tommy has three basic modes of movement: Run, Jump, and Crouch.
RUN
Running is Tommy’s default movement. By utilizing the basic movement commands, you will send Tommy running in whatever direction
you choose.
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JUMP
Tommy has the ability to jump over objects and obstacles that lie in
his path. To make Tommy jump, press the A button.
CROUCH
To access low areas or go under certain obstructions, Tommy can
crouch to move under them with ease. To make Tommy crouch,
press the B button.

Weapons
To complete his quest, Tommy must use a wide array of weapons.
Most of the weapons are obtained from the fallen bodies of enemies,
so they are alien in nature. Each has its unique abilities and ammunition. A selection of weapons is detailed below.
WRENCH
The wrench is Tommy’s default weapon, and he is never without it.
The standard attack with the wrench is a quick brute force blow. As
the alternate attack, Tommy holds the wrench in the air for a more
powerful downward attack.
PROJECTILE/LONG-RANGE WEAPONS
As Tommy advances, he will acquire a wide range of projectile
weapons. Each weapon has a standard fire as well as an alternate
method of attack.

Alternate Attack
Every weapon has an alternate method of attack. Experiment with
each weapon in order to discover its secondary capabilities—some will
have uses that are not readily apparent.
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Example Guns
HUNTER RIFLE
The Hunter Rifle is the first long-range weapon in the game. You can
tap the fire button to shoot at your own pace, or you can hold down
the fire button for a rapid-fire effect. NOTE : If you continually hold the
attack button down, it will quickly run out of energy within its current
chamber. After the current chamber is empty, it will rotate to a new
chamber after a brief delay.

LEECH GUN
The Leech Gun is a unique weapon whose
ammunition is found within energy nodes
located throughout the alien craft. The
weapon must be charged at these
energy nodes.
There are several types of energy nodes; each
one imbues the Leech Gun with a unique attack.

The Hunter Rifle, when empty of energy,
has the ability to recharge a minor amount
of energy in a few seconds so that you’ll
never be in a situation where you have no
ammo at all.

To retrieve the energy from a Leech Node,
equip the Leech Gun and point it towards the
node. Press and hold the alternate fire button
to send out a beam that will leech the energy
from the node.

The alternate-fire button brings up a sniper scope, which allows
Tommy to more easily kill enemies at great distances. When the
sniper scope is active, the normal fire button fires the sniper round,
and the left and right shoulder bumpers zoom the scope both in
and out. Pressing alternate fire again will disable the sniper scope.
Don’t get too freaked out: the scope is a living eyestalk that attaches
to Tommy’s eye!

The primary fire button will fire the energy leached from the node.

NOTE that only one type of energy can be stored in the Leech Gun at a
time, so choose wisely when faced with more than one energy choice!
PROGRAMMABLE WEAPON BUTTONS
You can assign your four favorite weapons to the D-pad for quick
access. To assign, first select the desired weapon with the left and
right bumpers, then hold down a direction on the D-pad until you hear
a confirmation noise. That weapon can now be recalled with a short
tap in that direction on the D-pad.

<<img=hunter_rifle_sniper_mode>>
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Because Tommy is trapped on an alien spacecraft, the health system
in PREY is based around alien technology.

Tommy enters Wall Walk by running right up the Wall Walk surface;
he will cling automatically. To leave the Wall Walk surface, Tommy can
simply run to a different surface or jump off the path onto another
surface.

GAINING HEALTH
Tommy gains health through two main sources: Health Spores and
Health Basins.

NOTE that when Tommy is attacked while on Wall Walk, the energy of

Health

the path will keep him adhered to the path; he will not simply fly off
from sustaining a hit.
Some Wall Walks can be turned on and off. Look for these controls
and use them to your advantage.

Consoles
Health Spores replenish
a small amount of
Tommy’s health.

Health Basins replenish
a considerable amount
of health.

NOTE that many enemies can use Health Spores and Basins as well,
so attacking them near one of these may result in that enemy fleeing
for health, only to return stronger than ever!
HEALTH REGENERATION
If Tommy has less than a quarter of his health left, it will slowly
recharge back up to a quarter health, but only if he finds cover and is
safe from enemy attacks; his health will not regenerate if he is currently taking fire. The health icon will blink when Tommy is dangerously low on health.

Wall Walk
There are special surfaces throughout the alien craft that allow
humans and creatures to walk up walls or even upside down. Beings
using Wall Walk can attack and be attacked as normal—so watch out
for attacks from above and below when using this surface.
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There are control consoles throughout the game that Tommy will
have to activate or manipulate to solve certain puzzles. When Tommy
approaches a console he can manipulate, his left hand will appear
on the screen. When this happens, you can activate the console by
pressing the primary fire button.

The Shuttle
Along the way, Tommy will discover a shuttle he can use in the
game. The controls for the shuttle follow Tommy’s movement controls. Any particular controls are detailed on screen.
The shuttles are found on docks. Tommy must return the shuttle to a
dock in order to exit. If Tommy maneuvers the shuttle to a dock, but
does not exit, the shuttle will recharge. As the shuttle takes damage,
it will need to be recharged.
SHUTTLE FIRE
The shuttle’s standard fire is an energy cannon. The alternate fire for
the shuttle is a tractor beam that is useful for moving objects in the
world (including creatures).
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Hazards

Spirit Walk

Tommy will encounter parts of his environment that can hurt him just
as much as the enemies he will face. Some example hazards are:

Tommy will gain the ability to separate his spirit from his body. This is
known as Spirit Walk. When in this mode, Tommy leaves his physical
body behind to wander the world in his spirit form. Tommy’s physical
body remains vulnerable to attack, though, so it is best to stash the
body somewhere safe before transcending to Spirit Walk.

CILIA
These fibrous tendrils spray out damaging acid
upon contact. Take care that you remove these
from Tommy’s path or move Tommy around
these at a safe distance.

VOMITERS
These disgusting growths spew forth acidic
waste. If Tommy is hit by it, he will take
damage.

Enemies will generally not attack your spirit form unless you attack
first. NOTE that if you leave your physical body while under attack, the
enemies can sense your transcendence and will continue attacking
your spirit form.
Mechanisms that require a physical presence, such as doors, will not
open for Tommy when he is in Spirit Walk since they cannot detect his
presence.
Attacks sustained while in Spirit Walk will lower your Spirit Gauge.

EGG SPAWNERS
These orifices will occasionally spew out an egg
which, if left undisturbed, will hatch a Fodder, a
creature that sniffs out foreign organisms (such
as Tommy) and attacks them.

THE SPIRIT WORLD

There is a spiritual world that overlaps the physical realm. Throughout
play, Tommy will be able to enter Spirit Walk. This allows him to interact with the physical realm while in spirit form as well as gain access
to special areas available only while in spirit form.
To activate Spirit Walk, press the Y button.
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SNEAKING, CONSTRUCTS, HIDDEN AREAS
Some areas are only accessible while in Spirit Walk. Likewise, Tommy
will encounter puzzles where he must utilize Spirit Walk before
advancing. Enemies cannot see Tommy’s spirit form as long as he
does not attack, which can helpful when you need to sneak around or
bypass a potentially deadly situation.
While in Spirit Walk, some constructs and panels will become visible
that Tommy cannot otherwise see. These can lead to areas and
items Tommy will need on his journey.

Spirit Bow
Unable to access his regular weapons while in Spirit Walk, Tommy
relies on his Spirit Bow—a weapon that utilizes his spirit energy as
ammunition. When Tommy’s Spirit Gauge reaches zero, the Spirit
Bow disappears.
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THE DEATH WORLD

When Tommy’s health meter goes empty, he will die and be drawn
into the land of the dead. This is called the Death Walk.

Death Walk
Throughout play, Tommy will learn the power of the Death Walk.
Tommy’s spirit form enters Death Walk in an effort to save his mortal
form from ultimate destruction.
If Tommy dies prior to obtaining the ability to Death Walk, you will be
able to load from your last save point, or restart the current level.

Fighting for Your Life
In the center of the Death World is Tommy’s body, slowly being pulled
down a path of light toward the ground. Tommy can shoot Death
Wraiths and steal the energy trapped inside them.
Tommy only has until his body is pulled into the earth to replenish
both his Life Meter and Spirit Gauge as much as he can.
RED ENERGY
Red energy replenishes Tommy’s health. To fill Tommy’s Life Meter,
destroy as many Death Wraiths filled with red energy as you can.
BLUE ENERGY
Blue energy replenishes Tommy’s spirit power. You should destroy
Death Wraiths filled with blue energy to build up your spirit power.

CHARACTERS
A story is nothing without its characters. PREY tells the story of
Tommy’s fight against the aliens, but he is not alone on his quest.

Tommy
A simple garage mechanic on his home reservation,
Tommy dreams of bigger things. He wants to venture
out into the bigger world, away from his family and
roots. But his girlfriend, Jen, wants to stay, to build her
life here. Tommy doesn’t understand what she loves so
much about living on a reservation. More than anything,
he wants her to leave this place behind and see
the world with him.

Jen
Jen runs the Roadhouse, a popular watering
hole for the locals. She is also the love of Tommy’s
life, though he’s sometimes too bullheaded to see
that. Jen loves Tommy, but she loves her home
and her heritage as well. She wishes Tommy
would embrace his ancestry and understand
why it means so much that he be who he is.

Enisi
Tommy’s only link to his bloodline, Enisi is Tommy’s
grandfather and teacher. Enisi has much wisdom to
bestow upon his grandson but Tommy must first open
his heart and open his mind to the ways of old.

Other Humans
Tommy and his loved ones were not the only humans sucked into the
alien craft. Other humans are trapped inside as well. It is through
these people’s fates that Tommy will begin to discover the horror of
his surroundings.
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CREATURES
Tommy will find that he is the outcast on the ship when he discovers
the multitude of alien aggressors onboard. The creatures below are
just a small sampling of the monstrosities Tommy will face
during game play.

Fodder
These feral bipeds roam the craft in search of food.
While they make do with carrion, they prefer
the taste of fresh meat over a rotting
corpse.

Hounds
These beasts began life as normal animals, but their
mutation has not only altered their physical body; it
has ramped up their instincts as well.

HINTS FROM THE HEADS
Keep the following in mind if you get stuck on a level or puzzle:
• Talon will translate alien monitors if you stand near them.
• Not all beings in PREY are hostile.
• The alt-fire on the crawler grenade will not explode unless an enemy
is close to it or if it is shot. Use them to set traps!
• The sun symbol carved into a wall or floor is a hint you should try
Spirit Walking.
• Sometimes you need to flip to the wall or ceiling in order to
advance. Keep an eye out for gravity switches.
• Listen closely to the Hunters’ chatter. They can sometimes give you
clues about their actions or plans.
• Even if you are out of Spirit Energy, you can still Spirit Walk.

Hunters
The foot-soldiers of the invading
force, it is their responsibility to track
down and eliminate any captives
that get loose. Their weapon fires a
high-impact charge that deals a lot of
damage to whatever mark they hit.

Mutilated Humans
These poor souls have been tortured and twisted into
slave laborers. Their humanity stripped from them, they
perform menial tasks throughout the ship. They are
oblivious to the player and will only respond if they are
first attacked. Their alarming strength is formidable and
it is best to let them be.
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• The launcher shield doesn’t protect you from radius damage,
so be careful!
• Head shots do more damage to certain enemies.
• You can exit from Wall Walk by jumping off or striding off at
any time.
• The Shuttle has a powerful tractor beam you can use to pick
up and fling enemies.
• Remember, there is a secondary fire to every weapon.
Certain attacks are more effective in certain situations.
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XBOX LIVE
Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on Xbox Live. Build
your profile (your gamer card). Chat with your friends. Download content at Xbox Live Marketplace. Send and receive voice and video messages. Get connected and join the revolution.

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox Live, connect your Xbox console to a highspeed Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox Live member. For more information about connecting, and to determine whether
Xbox Live is available in your region, go to www.xbox.com/live.

Family Settings
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to decide
which games young game players can access based on the content
rating. For more information, go to www.xbox.com/familysettings.

XBOX LIVE (MULTIPREY)
PREY’s multiplayer feature allows up to 8 players to duke it out online
over Xbox Live or System Link.

MODES

There are two modes for MultiPrey: Death Match and
Team Death Match.

Death Match
This mode pits all the players against each other in a free-for-all combat where the one who frags most, wins.

Team Match

ITEMS

Two pickup items are especially useful in MultiPrey. You will find these
scattered across the multiplayer maps.

Medicine Pouch
The Medicine Pouch will refill the player’s spirit
power back to full.

Pipe
The pipe adds 100% health to the player,
increasing the player’s maximum health to
200%. They will only be able to heal themselves up to 100%, though, so if a player picks
up the pipe, and then is damaged to less than
100% health, a health spore will only charge
them back up to 100%.
The pipe lasts until the player is killed – they
will then respawn with only 100% health.
®

MULTIPREY XBOX LIVE LEADERBOARD

MultiPrey features a leaderboards system for Ranked matches on
Xbox Live.
You can compare leaderboard scores with your friends or see your
position in the world rankings.
Prey points are awarded for in match performance, not just for finishing in first place.
TrueSkill ranking awards are available for ranked matches only.
You can climb the leaderboards by successfully beating your
online opponents!

This mode splits players into two teams whose common goal is to
destroy each other. Like Death Match, the winner is the team who
kills the most.
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CREDITS

MultiPrey Scoreboard and Leaderboard Icons
Deaths: This is how

Spirit Kills: This is

many times you died

the total number of Spirit
Kills

Games Played: This is
the total number of
games played

Xbox 360 Version by:

Developed by:

Venom Games

Human Head Studios

PROGRAMMING LEAD
Kevin Franklin

PROJECT LEAD
Chris Rhinehart
LEVEL DESIGN LEAD
Ted Halsted

Wrench Kills: This is

PROGRAMMING
Ben Cosh
Steven Sharp
Edwin Bell
Mark Rowley
Mick Hedley
Roberto Lario
Alex Lisle

the total number of
Wrench Kills

FRONT END GRAPHICS
Phil Nixon

Suicides: This is how
many times you committed suicide

Kills: This is the total
number of Kills

Games Won: Total num-

Points: Round score/

ber of MultiPrey games
won

total lifetime score on
the Leaderboard

MULTIPREY HINTS AND TIPS

A few hint and tips while playing MultiPrey:
Weapons and ammo respawn after a short period of time. When
they have been picked up, a ghost image is left behind to let you
know where the item will respawn.
Pay attention to the color an enemy flashes when you damage them.
The color tips you off to their remaining health:

AUDIO
Gordon Hall
LEAD DESIGNER (360)
Mark Sample
ADDITIONAL DESIGN /QA
Bruce Brodie
ONSITE QA
Ian Moore
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
Duncan Hall
Douglas Kalberg
Jonathan Stobbs
Jef Wall
Alex Kewin
Alan Dickinson

• WHITE: over 100%
• YELLOW: 100% - 75%
• ORANGE: 75% - 25%
• RED: 25% - 0%
Spirit Mode works slightly differently in MultiPrey: You can only enter
SpiritWalk if you have spirit energy, and your spirit energy slowly ticks
away while in SpiritWalk. So, transcend into Spirit Walk and find
someone quickly so you can kill them before your energy is gone!
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STUDIO HEAD
Peter Johnson

LEVEL DESIGN
Greg Barr
Brian Frank
Dave Halsted
Jason O'Connell
Ashley Welch
SCRIPTING MANAGER
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Ben Gokey
Ryan Redetzke
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Paul MacArthur
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Brian Karis
Michael Long
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Rich Whitehouse
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ORIGINAL MUSIC BY:

ARTISTRY ENTERTAINMENT
www.directsong.com

Jeff Royal and Emil Persson
from ATI

COMPOSED BY:
Jeremy Soule

Joe Kreiner from Logitech

ADDITIONAL MUSIC:
Julian Soule
Nick Murry
Brian Richmond
Cara Wong
MUSIC SUPERVISION:
Jeron Moore

WRITING CREDITS:

PREY’S ORIGINAL STORY BY
Scott Miller and
Human Head Studios

3D Realms
Entertainment

ORIGINAL TREATMENT BY
Chris Treagus

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Scott Miller
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Special thanks to 3D Realms’ original 1990’s Prey development team.
Many of their ideas finally saw the
light of pixelized magic. This game
is dedicated to William Scarboro
(1971 - 2002) – the programmer of
Prey’s original portal engine.
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"Free Ride" performed by
The Edgar Winter Group

Music Credits
"You’ve Got Another Thing Comin’"
performed by Judas Priest

Courtesy of Sony/BMG Music
Entertainment and EMI Music
Publishing

Courtesy of Sony/BMG Music
Entertainment and EMI Music
Publishing

"If We Could Be" by Railer
Album: Frame of Mind

"Anthem for Tonight"
performed by Halifax

Copyright: 2003 Underground Inc.

Courtesy of HX Music Corp (ASCAP)
& Drive-Thru Records

All songs written and
performed by Railer

"Barracuda" performed by Heart

Copyright Control

Courtesy of Sony/BMG Music
Entertainment, Universal Music
Publishing Group, and BMG Music
Publishing

"Human Resources" by
The Countdown
Album: Scratch & Sniff
Copyright: 2004 Invisible Records

"Cat Scratch Fever"
performed by Ted Nugent
Courtesy of Sony/BMG
Music Entertainment and Magicland
Music

Both songs written by
The Countdown
Copyright Control
"Machine Sex" by Sheep on Drugs:

"Don't Fear the Reaper"
performed by Blue Oyster Cult
Written by Donald Roeser
Published by Sony/ATV Tunes LLC
(ASCAP)
Courtesy of Sony/BMG Music
Entertainment

Album: F**K
Copyright: 2005 Invisible Records
Copyright Control
"Take Me Home" performed
by After Midnight Project
Written by Jason Evigan
Courtesy of Evigan Music (BMI)
& Diversified Music Group (BMI)
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“The Setting Sun”

Bibliography

Performed by MxPx

“Myths of the Cherokee”
by James Mooney

Recorded and produced at the
Clubhouse in Bremerton, WA
by MXPX
Written and mixed at the
Clubhouse by Mike Herrera

“Beginning Cherokee”
by Ruth Bradley Holmes,
Betty Sharp Smith

All rights reserved. MxPx Songs
(ASCAP) © 2006

“James Mooney's History, Myths,
and Sacred Formulas of the
Cherokees”
by James Mooney, George Ellison

Scenes from “Killers From Space”
are Copyright 1954 W. Lee Wilder

“Cherokee Legends and
the Trail of Tears”
by Tom Underwood

Used under Creative Commons
Public Domain License. No Rights
Reserved.
Scenes from the 1951 Motion
Picture
“Duck and Cover”
were originally produced by Archer
Productions, Inc.
Used under Creative Commons
Public Domain License. No Rights
Reserved.
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This game is a work of fiction.
Any similarities to real names, characters, or persons, living or dead, are completely coincidental.
Copyright © 2006 Human Head Studios, Inc.
Earth Images courtesy of the Image Science & Analysis Laboratory, NASA Johnson Space Center
The Prey brand and trademarks are solely owned by 3D Realms Entertainment.

LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY
AND LICENSE AGREEMENT

YOUR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS SUBJECT TO THIS LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY AND LICENSE
AGREEMENT (THE “AGREEMENT”) AND THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW. THE “SOFTWARE” INCLUDES ALL
SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE ACCOMPANYING MANUAL (S), PACKAGING AND
OTHER WRITTEN, ELECTRONIC OR ON-LINE MATERIALS OR DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY AND ALL COPIES
OF SUCH SOFTWARE AND ITS MATERIALS. BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE, INSTALLING, AND/OR USING THE
SOFTWARE AND ANY OTHER MATERIALS INCLUDED WITH THE SOFTWARE, YOU HEREBY ACCEPT THE
TERMS OF THIS LICENSE WITH TAKE-TWO INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, INC.
LICENSE. Subject to this Agreement and its terms and conditions, LICENSOR hereby grants you the nonexclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one copy of the Software for your personal
use on a single console. The Software is being licensed to you and you hereby acknowledge that no title
or ownership in the Software is being transferred or assigned and this Agreement should not be construed
as a sale of any rights in the Software. All rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are
reserved by LICENSOR and, as applicable, its licensors.
OWNERSHIP. LICENSOR retains all right, title and interest to this Software, including, but not limited to, all
copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, trade names, proprietary rights, patents, titles, computer codes,
audiovisual effects, themes, characters, character names, stories, dialog, settings, artwork, sounds
effects, musical works, and moral rights. The Software is protected by United States copyright law and
applicable copyright laws and treaties throughout the world. The Software may not be copied, reproduced
or distributed in any manner or medium, in whole or in part, without prior written consent from LICENSOR. Any persons copying, reproducing or distributing all or any portion of the Software in any manner or
medium, will be willfully violating the copyright laws and may be subject to civil and criminal penalties.
Be advised that Copyright violations are subject to penalties of up to $100,000 per violation. The Software
contains certain licensed materials and LICENSOR’s licensors may protect their rights in the event of any
violation of this Agreement.
LICENSE CONDITIONS
You agree not to:
(a) Commercially exploit the Software;
(b) Distribute, lease, license, sell, rent or otherwise transfer or assign this Software, or any copies of this
Software, without the express prior written consent of LICENSOR;
(c) Make copies of the Software or any part thereof;
(d) Except as otherwise specifically provided by the Software or this Agreement, use or install the
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